My People’s Journey documents the most epoch-making events from 1930 through 2006 in Umunakara community in Nwangele Local Government Area of Imo State, Nigeria. It catalogs diverse historical collections of issues and happenings in Umunakara that are very conspicuously unique and pertinent in the understanding of a people’s efforts to develop their community and the story behind their existence. It also showcases pictorial representations of people, events, groups, committees, and geographical directions necessary to understand the community.

The author gleans through significant data and explores various observations on most of the crucial events that need to be recorded for historical reasons. He looks at various associations and youth groups that have existed in the community, and uses the book as an opportunity to present their mission as they work toward their respective associations’ aspirations to attract development in divergent perspectives.

My People’s Journey collects relevant information on the beginning of various development initiatives. It also records the history of education in Umunakara, including the first and second females of the community to pass Standard Six leaving certificate examination. The book highlights extensively the indigenous Catholic priests/sisters and the religious, business executives, and merchants in the community, and also gives more detail to the most recent developments in the community, the autonomous status, and its attendant impact on the community’s peaceful co-existence. The author has clearly used the opportunity of this book to record most of the history-making events that would perpetuate the community in the history of time. This book is the first of its kind in Umunakara. It will serve as a resource reference for valid research endeavors, recordation, and adequate reading for pleasure; it will serve as a library collectible, and a must-have in each household in the entire community, the Eze’s palace, the local government collections, as well as the state government library.